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Abstract 
This is close look to the Internet action of Belgrade radio B92. The tactical 
usage of Internet has given B92 a tool to defend itself against any ban, and 
moreover to broaden the scope of listeners. 
Introduction: Radio B92 
Belgrade independent Radio B92 was and still is an organization with an influence that goes 
beyond the scope of a local radio station. Back in 1989. B92 started as a local radio station 
with a very limited scope of listeners. But from the start its orientation was on urban music 
and fast, objective flashing news. A number of intellectuals from urban elite were included in 
Radio B92 projects from the start. Over time B92 started to use different media, so book and 
CD publishing, a video department and a cultural center, REX, were opened. In one sentence, 
B92 is a broadcasting house that broadcasts over any possible media. One of these projects 
was the hope to establish an Internet site within the nest of B92. That idea goes back to the 
year 1993. But the obstacles were great, ranging from total misunderstanding by Serbia's 
official structures to extreme difficulties in finding find foreign partners willing to go into 
such a project in a country under international sanctions. 
A tiny light at the end of the tunnel appeared in the September 1994 when Amsterdam 
Internet site XS4ALL agreed to become Internet provider for B92. But it took more then a 
year for B92 to obtain all legislative acts, space, just one leased telephone line to Amsterdam 
and funding for the venture. Anyway, OpenNet.Org, the Belgrade Radio B92 Internet site, 
opened on 14 November 1995. The provider was mentioned XS4ALL in Amsterdam. 
OpenNet was the first ISP in Belgrade, and was the only provider in Serbia until March 1996. 
The only organization that was supportive of B92 in Internet project was and still is the Fund 
for an Open Society. As mentioned, the opening of the site is the result of more then two 
years of continuous efforts overcoming all kinds of obstacles. The main and hardest obstacle 
is the long-standing and constant unsupportive attitude of the regime towards both B92 and 
Internet. The state-controlled PTI was unwilling to sell us any local telephone lines or digital 
link to our ISP in Amsterdam. So, until recently the site operated just on a 28.8 kbs leased 
line analog link and seven dial-up lines that have been rented from nearby organizations. 
Recently, under very expensive terms, OpenNet started another 128 kbps link to Amsterdam. 
OpenNet 
The general intentions of OpenNet were: 
1. To offer Internet access and education to a broad public without any discrimination. In that 
direction a classroom with a few computers was set up immediately where people can get 
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